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The County Assessors determines the market value – this is what each property would be
work on the open market) the year before taxes are payable, then each parcel is also
assigned a class rate based on the use of the property s determined by the legislature
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HOW ARE TAXES DETERMINED ‐ The legislature frequently changes the classification
systems, which can shift property tax burden from one type of property to another.
The taxable market value times the class rate determines the each individual parcel’s tax
capacity. The tax capacity of a parcels is what dictates the amount of taxes that will be
applied to that parcel based on the needs of government entities, City, School and County.
As stated earlier – homesteaded residential are taxed at 1% of the taxable market value.
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The City’s taxable market value, which is the estimated market value of all properties
within the city limits have increased 57% since 2015. For 2021 the City’s market value
increased approximately 8%, to over $897 million. When taxable market value increase,
then the city tax capacity increases which has an effect on the city’s tax rate.
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Just a reminder it is the County Assessor who determines the market value for each parcel
and this is determined by January 2 of the year before taxes are payable, so for 2021 that
would have been in January of 2020. In addition each parcel is assigned a class rate based
on the use of the property as determined by the legislature. The legislature can change the
classification systems which can shift property tax burden from one type of property to
another. Currently Residential is taxed at 1% and commercial at 2%
The City’s Net Tax Capacity is used to calculate the city’s tax rate. As taxable market values
increase, the net tax capacity increases. For 2021 the tax capacity has increased by 7.38%
with about 1.13% in new construction. Since 2015 the City’s tax capacity has increased
48%.
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Local governments do not directly set a tax rate, but instead the tax rate is a function of the
levy and the local tax base. The tax rate is calculated based on the total levy funds needed
to cover city services and then divided by the city’s net tax capacity for that year. For 2021,
even though the total levy increased by $256,646; the City’s tax rate will decrease by .89%
to 49.73
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The total levy for the City has increased an average of 4.0% per year from 2015 through
2021. As you can see the general fund levy, (bar and line in blue) these are the funds that
are used to provide the services to the tax payers, has increased since 2015; this increase is
a reflection of the population increase of 13% since 2010 and the inflationary increase of
1% per year. The Debt Service levy has decreased since 2015 by 21% which reflects the
decreased in the debt for the City.
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When reviewing the proposed 2021tax levy of $4,824,599, 3% is allocated toward the Big
Lake Economic Development Authority, 24% for Debt Service and the remaining 73% is the
general levy. The general levy are the funds needed to balance t he budget in order to
provide the services for the city.
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Looking at a residential property with a value of $237,375, the estimated City’s portion of
the property taxes would be approximately $1,102 for the year or around $4 more a month
then prior year. This is only if the property value increased by 5.5%, which is the average
increase projected for residential property values.
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An estimate of the same residential property with the preliminary tax rates for all entities
indicates the increase over 2020 would be about $8/month or 2.44%; again this is
assuming an 5.5% increase in property value, if the value remains the same then the taxes
would go down approximately 1.85% or $20 for the year. In addition, if the City had the
same levy amount as 2020, there would still be an increase in the property taxes due to the
increase in property values. Also remember that as residential property values increase the
homestead exclusion will go decrease.
The homestead exclusion caps at a deduction of 30,400 at a 9% excursion rate (property
value minus 76,000) * 9% that amount is deducted from the cap of 30,400 that is the
exclusion for the year.
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Recapping the Estimated Property Tax Rates ; compared to 2020 the total local tax rate is
going down approximately 6.83%. The allocation between taxing authorities is similar for
2021 as if was 2020:
• 32% is for City Services,
• 38% for the School District
• 30% for Sherburne County.
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Before we move on to the City’s Budget lets recap the City’s proposed levy. The total levy is
proposed at $4,824,599 with a City Tax Rate of 49.729%. Compared to other cities in
Sherburne County, like Elk River for instances the City’s tax rate is slightly above. However,
Elk River has a lot of commercial and industrial businesses, which as stated earlier are tax
at a 2% tax rate compare to 1% for residential. Currently the City’s market values are
comprised of 86% residential and the remaining 14% commercial and industrial.
As new development occurs, the tax base will grow in the City and the City’s tax rate will go
down. Also notice that the City’s total tax capacity increase by 7.56% for 2021
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Now that the proposed levy has been discussed, lets review the proposed general fund
budget for 2021
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Where does the money come from ‐ In order to balance the City’s budget the city must levy
an considerable amount of funds. Currently 60% of all revenues received that are used to
provide city services, come from property taxes. This is consistent through the prior years.
The City is budgeting a transfer of $450,000 from the projected 2021 profits of the liquor
store. These funds are used to help support city services as well as future projects. Thank
you to all who support the City liquor store as without the support the City would not be
able to budget this transfer.
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For 2021 proposed general fund revenue budget of $5,616,012, the significant increases
are Taxes, (due to the increase in the levy amount )and Charges for Services; this category
takes into consideration additional services for fire inspections in the event that the City
does move in that direction.
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What is the money spent on ‐ Since the City’s main objective is to provide services for
those in the City, it is expected that the majority of the budget would be allocated to
personnel. For the proposed 2021 budget 64% is allocated to personnel. This is consistent
with prior years budgets.
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With the 2021 General Fund Budget, the unassigned fund balance is projected to be 58%,
which is inline with the City’s policy of maintaining 50%. This is because the City only
receives the tax revenues in June and December and again tax revenues are 60% of all
revenues received in order to provide the services for the City.
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What services are provided ‐ For the 2021 proposed budget is allocated for the following
services:
• 50% for public safety, which include our police, fire and building divisions; this
maintains the safety of our community
• 15% for general government; this is general services and administration of the
city
• 12% for culture, this includes parks, the library and community events; this
promotes quality of life
• 15% for public works; which maintains the infrastructure of the community
• 6% for transfers; which are used for future projects or equipment
• 2% for EDA; which is used to promote Big Lake
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As shown with this chart the allocations for the 2021 General Fund budget are consistent
with prior years budgets. Public Safety ( the red portion of the bar chart) which is very
important to the community is normally around 50% of the total budget.
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Reviewing further the breakdown per type of service, as the population has increased
through the years so has the city services, which then the budget per services also
increased. The City did not start transferring funds to the Capital Improvement fund for
future projects until 2017. The only services that is showing a decrease is the Culture and
this is because for 2021 a fleet department was established and the expenses associated to
equipment maintenance were removed from Parks and will now be allocated to Fleet.
Public Safety is showing a larger increase in 2019 and 2020 this was due to the increase in
the Building department in contract for hire services as well as an additional officer and the
proposed position in the fire department.
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For the proposed 2021 general fund budget, the overall increase is $199,949, with the main
increases stemming from Personnel, Professional Services and Operational Expenditures.
• Personnel
• 1.8% market increase to the pay scale
• Step Increase to employees with positive performance review
• Increase in insurance rates
• Increase in staffing at Public Works and Community Development Departments
• Professional
• Increase in engineering consultants
• Increase in audit consultants due to the single audit for the Cares funds
• Operational
• Increase in general liability insurance
• Increase in contracted service
• Increase in rates for City’s charge of water/sewer usage.
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Where do the funds come from for the Debt Service payments for 2021. For the debt
payments that are supported by tax levies the payment amounts for 2021 is $2,111,257;
the enterprise funds debt payments are not included in this amount as those payment are
paid by the enterprise funds monthly usage charges. As indicated on this chart 60% of the
debt service payments are collected through the debt levy.
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CIP Plan Summary for 2021‐2025; the City looks at all needs including enterprise funds and
the debt payments that are due each year when planning what expenditures will actually
be approved for each operating budget year.
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Looking at the Capital Improvement Plan Budgets for 2021‐2025 indicates that the LGA
funds will be used for Capital Improvement items; however, we do not receive payment
until July and then the remaining 50% again in December; that is why any item over
$50,000 will not be purchased until December, so in the event that the State holds the
allocation, there would not be a short fall in the fund. Another point of interest is that the
Park Dedication is not actually funded so those items will have to be moved until there are
actual funds to be able to pay for the projects, but the projects remain on the summary so
that Staff and Council do not lose sight of the needs.
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Just a quick look at our Local Government Aid Allocation and projects for 2021‐2025, staff
continues to plan for the future in a very conservative method. For 2021 the LGA projected
to be received is $756,115 and has been allocated to projects and equipment.
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Finally ‐ When we look at the return on the tax payers investment, the average tax payer is
paying around $1.23 a day to maintain the safety of our city, only .40 cents a day allows us
to have the wonderful quality of life with the parks and lakes that we enjoy in this great city
and for .31 cents a day to cover the cost of maintain the infrastructure of the City by our
wonderful public works staff.
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Sherburne County Auditor’s Office is the responsible authority to send out the Property Tax
Statements that list the Public Input Hearing date as well as the continuation date.
Sherburne County Auditor Diane Arnold notified the City that due to a delay with their
distributor of the Property Tax Statements/Truth in Taxation meeting notices, the notices
were projected to arrive in home not until today or possibly later. Staff is recommending
Council to recess the Public Input Hearing until the continuation hearing date on Monday
November 30 at 6:00 pm, to ensure that property owners have an opportunity to speak at
the hearing regarding the levy and budget for 2021.
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